The polar decomposition A = UH of a rectangular matrix A, where U is unitary and H is Hermitian positive semidefinite, is an important tool in various applications, including aerospace computations, factor analysis and signal processing. We consider a pth order iteration for computing U that involves p independent matrix inversions per step and which is hence very amenable to parallel computation. We show that scaling the iterates speeds convergence of the iteration but makes the iteration only conditionally stable, with the backward error typically K2(A) times bigger than the unit roundoff. In our implementation of the iteration on the Kendall Square Research KSR1 virtual shared memory MIMD computer we take p to be the number of processors (p < 16 in our experiments). Our code is found to be significantly faster than two existing techniques for computing the polar decomposition: one a Newton iteration, the other based on the singular value decomposition.
Introduction
Any matrix A ~ C mXn (m >_n) has a polar decomposition A = UH, where U~C m×n has orthonormal columns and H~C nx~ is Hermitian and positive semidefinite. This is a generalization of the polar representation z = re i° for complex numbers. The matrix H can be written as H= (A'A) 1/2, where G 1/2 denotes the unique Hermitian positive semidefinite square root of a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix G. If A has full rank then H is nonsingular and U is unique.
The polar decomposition is an important tool in various applications. These include aerospace computations [3, 4] , chemistry (L6wdin orthogonalization) [8] , factor analysis [21] , multidimensional scaling in statistics [10] , signal processing [2] , computation of block reflectors in numerical linear algebra [22] , and mechanics [23] . The reason for the widespread use of the polar decomposition is that the unitary factor U solves two approximation problems. (By a unitary rectangular matrix we mean one with orthonormal columns; the term is usually applied only to square matrices.) For A ~ C mxn, U is a nearest unitary matrix to A. To be precise, ]]A-Ull = min{ II A-QII: Q*Q=I, QEC mxn} for both the 2-norm and the Frobenius norm, and when m = n the result is true for any unitarily invariant norm [6] . The latter minimization problem is called the orthogonal Procrustes problem; it arises in several of the applications mentioned above, most notably in factor analysis.
One way to compute the polar decomposition is via the singular value decomposition (SVD). If A ~ C mx~ has the SVD
A:p[D]Q *, P~C mxn, D=diag(di)~C nx', Q~C nxn, then
These formulae provide a numerically stable way to evaluate U and H, as long as the SVD is computed in a stable way. The standard way to compute the SVD is with the Golub-Reinsch SVD algorithm, as implemented in LAPACK [1] . Unfortunately, this algorithm is not very amenable to parallel computation. Moreover, the SVD approach to computing U and H has the drawback that it does not take advantage of situations in which the columns of A are nearly orthonormal (that is, II A-U II is small). Near orthonormality arises in aerospace applications, for example, in which a direction cosine matrix whose columns drift from orthonormality is periodically orthonormalized by replacing it with its unitary polar factor. An alternative approach that does take advantage of a nearly unitary A is to use the Newton iteration [11] Yk+, = ½(Yk + Y;*), Yo =A ~ C nxn. (1.2) This is Newton's method applied to the equation yry = I. For any nonsingular A, Yk converges to U quadratically as k ~ 0% and if A is nearly unitary only a few iterations are needed. However, the only opportunity for exploiting parallelism is in the computation of the matrix inverse (this is one of the few instances in scientific computation where it really is necessary to compute a matrix inverse).
The following iteration, which applies to rectangular matrices, is an attractive alternative for parallel computation: [20] for the matrix sign function. For any positive integer p and any full rank A ~ C m×n (m > n) the iteration converges to the polar factor U of A with order of convergence 2p. Iteration (1.3) is related to the Newton iteration (1.2) as follows: if p = 1, so that
If p is a power of 2, iteration (1.3) can be derived by combining log 2 p + 1 steps of (1.5) and expressing the result in partial fraction form. These properties can be combined and expressed as follows: (1.2) and (1.3) satisfy Xk = Yk =*Xk+l = Yk-+*,og2 p+l.
(1.6)
The p matrix inverses in (1.3) can be evaluated in parallel, so the iteration has inherent high-level parallelism. However, when we work out approximate operation counts for the iterations (1.2) and (1.3) for m = n, taking into account (1.6), we find that iteration (1.3) has the greater operation count by a factor approximately (3 +p)/(2 log 2 p + 2), so the parallelism is obtained at the expense of extra floating point operations. In this work we develop a parallel implementation of (1.3) for the Kendall Square Research KSR1 computer and compare it with a parallel implementation of (1.2). In Section 2 we consider mathematical issues, including scaling to improve the speed of convergence, and numerical stability. In Section 3 we describe the implementation details and in Section 4 we give experimental results. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Mathematical issues
Although the Newton iteration (1.2) is quadratically convergent, convergence can be slow initially. For real data with n = 1, the iteration is Yk+l = l(Yk + Yk-l), Kenney and Laub [18] give a thorough analysis of scaling the Newton iteration. A particularly interesting result is that with the optimal scaling parameter (2.2), Yk = U where k is the number of distinct singular values of A; that is, exact convergence is obtained in k _< n iterations. Practical experience shows that even using the approximate scaling parameter (2.3), convergence is almost always obtained in ten iterations or less (to a convergence tolerance of 10-16 or greater).
Because of the relation (1.6) between the Newton iteration and (1.3), precisely the same comments about scaling apply to (1.3): scaling is vital to avoid unduly slow convergence (at least for small p) and the scaling parameter (2.2) is optimal in the sense that it minimizes an error bound. To be precise, the scaled version of
where P-k is given by (2.2) or (2.3), with Yk replaced by X k. Note that, in view of (1.6), the effect of the scaling in (2.4) is the same as if we scaled only one in every log 2 p + 1 Newton iterates. Thus the increased opportunity for parallelism brings with it a decreased opportunity to scale. Furthermore, the scaling parameter #k is nontrivial to compute since we do not form X~ -1 in the course of the iteration.
One advantage of (2.4) over the Newton iteration is that it is easier to test for convergence: because we form X~X k during the iteration we can evaluate cheaply the upper bound in the inequalities [12, Lemma 5.1]
l Xk --O lJ r ~ JJ X~ Xk -I JJ r ( A = UH ) .
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The presence of X~X k in (2.4) is also a disadvantage because of the condition squaring effect of forming the cross-product matrix and because there can be severe loss of information when X~X k is evaluated in floating point arithmetic. These observations suggest that the iteration is potentially numerically unstable when A is ill-conditioned.
To examine the stability we need some way of measuring the quality of an approximate polar factor. We assume for the rest of this section that A is a square matrix (certain of the equalities below do not hold for rectangular A.) A natural definition of backward error of a unitary approximation V to U is the quantity 
min{ [[ EI[ F : V* ( A + E) is Hermitian} = ½ [1 A* V -V*A I[ F and the minimum is achieved for Eop t = ½(VA*V-A). If V*(A + Eop t) = ½(A'V+ V'A) is positive semMefinite then Eop t solves min{ [[ EI[ F: V*( A + E) is Hermitian positive sernidefinite}.
Proof. Let V*E -G + K, where G = G* and K = -K*. The requirement that V*(A + E) is Hermitian can be written
Since G is arbitrary, the minimizing E is achieved when G = 0. This establishes the first part. The second part is immediate since the set of allowable E in the second minimization problem is contained in that for the first. (when A, V~ C'×'), so /3(V) is greater than or equal to the residual of the approximate polar decomposition~ A computed approximation U to U will usually be unitary only to within roundoff, but with V =/) all the equalities in the lemma are still true to within roundoff. Thus in practice it is natural to take for the computed Hermitian polar factor
This is the choice used in [11] and [13] , but the justification given here is new. The stability properties of iteration (2.4) are clearly illustrated by its performance on the 10 × 10 Vandermonde matrix with (i, j) element ((j -1)/(n -1)) i I. This matrix has 2-norm condition number K2(A) = II A II 2 II A -a II 2 = 1.52 × 107. We implemented the iteration in Matlab both with and without scaling. For the scaling we used (2.3) (with Yk replaced by Xk), but only scaled while [[ X~X k -I II F > l0 -2, for after this point convergence is rapid. In the unscaled iteration we Table 1 , which also includes results for the Newton iteration (2.1), for comparison. In each case the computed /~ was positive semidefinite, so we were able to evaluate/3(/)).
The most striking feature of the results is that the scaled iteration (2.4) is unstable for all p, the backward error being seven orders of magnitude larger than we would like. The reason for the instability is that some of the matrices Ci __ t.tk2 Xk*X k + a2I are ill-conditioned; the fourth column of the table reports the maximum 2-norm condition number over all terms i and iterations k. These ill-conditioned terms arise when YkXk is ill-conditioned and has norm greatly exceeding 1. Since Ci is symmetric positive definite we can write down an expression for K2(C i) in terms of the singular values of Xk:
For the scaled iteration the best bound that holds for all k can be shown to be II ttkgk fl 2 <-K2(A) 1/2 (with equality if k = 0) and so the best bound for K2(C i) is of order K2(A). By a heuristic stability argument we would expect the backward error of the computed /_7 to be proportional to ~c2(A) when scaling is used; this prediction is borne out in Table 1 and in the results reported in Section 4. If we do not use scaling then K2(C i) is nicely bounded, provided II X0 [I 2 is not too large, because then all the X~ are not large in norm. This follows from the observation that with no scaling O'max(X k) _< 1 for all k _> 1, which is clear for iteration (1.5) and therefore follows for iteration (1.3). If p = 16 then min i a/2 = 2.41 × 10 -3 and (2.5) (with /~k --1) yields K2(C/) < 416 for all i and all k > 1; this is a sharp inequality, as can be seen from the p = 16 entry in Table 1 . It is clear, then, that while scaling can greatly improve the speed of convergence, it is likely to degrade the stability when A is ill-conditioned (which is precisely the situation where scaling is most needed!). We emphasize that, by contrast, the scaled Newton iteration (2.1) is almost always stable in practice. However, as is clear from Table 1 , the benefits of scaling become less pronounced as p increases, so in a parallel implementation with p > 8 (say) it may be acceptable not to scale. We defer a final assessment of the desirability of scaling until Section 5.
Implementation on the KSR1
The Kendall Square Research KSR1 is a virtual shared memory MIMD computer system. Unlike typical high-performance computers, which have large pools of main memory and small caches, the KSR1 has main memory consisting of large, communicating local caches, each capable of storing 32 megabytes. The programmer perceives the KSR1 memory system as a collection of processors connected to a shared memory. The shared memory is addressed by a 64-bit System Virtual Address (SVA). The contents of SVA locations are physically stored in a distributed fashion, in a collection of local caches. There is one local cache for each processor in the system. The search engine interconnects the local caches and provides routing and directory services for the collection of local caches. As a result, all the local caches behave logically as a single, shared address space. The combination of the local caches and the search engine is referred to as ALL-CACHE memory.
The KSR1 installed in the Centre for Novel Computing at the University of Manchester is a 32-processor configuration with 1 gigabyte of memory and 10 gigabytes disk capacity. Its peak computational performance is 1.28 gigaflops. Each KSR1 processor is a superscalar 64-bit unit able to issue up to two instructions every 50 nanoseconds, giving a performance rating of 40 MIPS and a peak floating point performance of 40 megaflops. Our applications are written in KSR Fortran, an extension of Fortran 77 for the KSR1. In KSR Fortran low level parallelism is expressed with pthreads, while high level parallelism is expressed using parallel regions, parallel sections, and tile families. A pthread is a sequential flow of control within a process that cooperates with other pthreads to solve a problem. Parallel regions execute a single segment of code in parallel multiple times, and parallel sections execute multiple code segments in parallel. In our code we used all the above parallel constructs except parallel sections, which are not needed for our application. Loop parallelization in KSR Fortran is achieved by tiling. The tile directive causes the iteration space to be partitioned into rectilinear regions called tiles, each of which contains enough loop iterations to create a reasonable amount of work for one processor. Efficient exploitation of tiling can greatly improve the performance of a code but tiling must be avoided for simple, small loops where the startup cost may outweigh the gain. Tiling can be accomplished in three ways: manually (via directives), semi-automatically (via directives) and fully automatically. In our codes we use semi-automatic tiling because it offers the user full control over tiling, while providing automatic correctness checking. More information on the KSR1 can be found in [9, 14, 15] .
Our parallel algorithm for computing the polar decomposition has the following outline, which is based on the Matlab version mentioned above that we used for prototyping. We restrict our attention to real, square matrices.
Algorithm Parallel Polar.
Given a nonsingular matrix A ~ I~ "x" and a convergence tolerance tol, this algorithm computes the polar decomposition A --UH. The algorithm uses iteration (2.4) and requires p processors. X:=A if 'scaling is not required' and A is not nearly orthogonal, X:=X/ll X fl F, end Compute the coefficients ~i, a2 (i = l:p) in (1.4). repeat (1) Compute C := X*X using parallel matrix multiply. Our philosophy in implementing this algorithm was to use the best routines available to us on the KSR1 for the higher level linear algebra operations (matrix multiplication, matrix inversion, etc.) and not to produce our own implementations of these routines. Thus we used routines from LAPACK [1] and the BLAS as our building blocks. It would have been interesting to try alternative inversion algo-rithms, such as the Newton iteration from [19] , but this was beyond the scope of this work.
p'.= IIC-IIIF
The matrices Ci=l~X~Xk+a2I in (2.4) are symmetric positive definite.
Therefore, for the inversions at step (3) of the algorithm we used the LAPACK routines SPOTRF and and SPOTRI. SPOTRF computes the Cholesky factorization of a real symmetric positive definite matrix and S P 0 T R I computes its inverse using the Cholesky factorization. The inversion of X at step (2) is necessary only when scaling is required. We do the inversion in parallel using the LAPACK routine S GE T R F, which computes the LU factorization of a general matrix, and SGET R I, which computes its inverse using the LU factors.
We used the level 3 BLAS implementation supplied by Kendall Square Research in the KSRIib/BLAS Library [16] . This contains highly optimized x GEMM general matrix multiply routines. In our tests we found that SGEMM runs at 384 megaflops on 16 processors for a matrix of dimension 1024, which is over half the peak megaflop rate. When this work was begun a KSR1 implementation of LAPACK was not available to us, so we used the standard LAPACK distribution. We experimented with the block size in the LAPACK routines mentioned above (the block size is set in the environmental enquiry routine r LA E NV) and found that a block size of 16 gives the best all-round performance on the KSR1. Therefore all our results are for a block size of 16. After our testing was complete we gained access to the KSRIib/LAPACK Library [17] and found that it gives almost identical performance to our own implementation.
We formed X*X in step (1) of the algorithm using SGEMM because we found this to be faster in parallel, for the KSRIib/BLAS Library, than SSYRK (which takes advantage of symmetry but is not highly optimized in this library). Consequently, our implementation of Algorithm Parallel Polar does not fully exploit the symmetry of X*X.
To obtain the best performance from the KSR1 we used the following two devices. When calling s G E M M with square matrices of order 1024 we set the extra, KSRl-specific parameter ps to 1, instead of the value 4 recommended in [16] ; this gives a performance increase of about 27%. When dimensioning n × n arrays we set the trailing dimension to n + 2, which also leads to a performance improvement for n = 1024 because it results in better use of cache memory.
Experimental results
We compared the performance of three methods for computing the polar decomposition on the KSR1.
(1) The SVD method that first computes the SVD and then forms U and H according to (1.1). We compute the SVD using LAPACK's routine S G E S V D using one processor. We found that the run time was larger when we used more than one processor with fully automatic parallelization by the compiler; this is apparently because the compiler parallelizes every DO loop and the startup costs for the small DO loops are significant. We used real matrices of dimension up to 1024, and all the results presented here are for this maximum dimension. For each dimension we generated random matrices A = PDQ 7", where P and Q are random orthogonal matrices and D = diag(~ri), with exponentially distributed singular values or,. = ~i (0 < ~ < 1), so that Kz(A ) = O/1-n. We chose a range of condition numbers K2(A) = 1.01, 10, 104, 10 s and 1012, to observe the effect of the condition number on the behaviour of the iterative methods. The matrices with K2(A) = 1.01 are such that II A -U II 2 = 0.01, so they are moderately close to being orthogonal. We used the convergence tolerance tol = nu, where u --1.1 × 10 -16 is the unit roundoff for single precision arithmetic on the KSR1.
All the results reported were obtained using version 1.0 (March 1993) of the KSR Fortran compiler.
The timings for the SVD method are all between 9400 and 9500 seconds; as expected the condition number has little effect on the times.
Timings (in seconds) for Algorithm Parallel Polar with p = 8 and 16 processors are given in Tables 2 and 3 . (We did not have access to all 32 processors of our KSR1 configuration). The speedup is defined as the time for iteration (2.4) with a given value of p implemented on a single processor divided by the time for Algorithm Parallel Polar implemented on p processors. The column headed 'scalings' indicates either that no scaling was attempted ('OFF'), or states the number of iterations on which scaling was used (which is the number of times the inversion step (2) of the algorithm is executed). Timings for the Newton iteration on 16 processors are given in Table 4 ; the speedup is the run time for the iteration With 16 processors divided by the run time for the same iteration with 1 processor.
We make several observations.
(1) Algorithm Parallel Polar with p = 8 or 16 is between 8 and 51 times faster than the SVD approach, the greater speedups being for well-conditioned matrices. It is also between two and four times faster than the parallel implementation of the Newton iteration (1.2) when both iterations are scaled. The speed is a consequence of the high-level parallelism and the implementation's richness in level 3 BLAS operations. For the first entry in Table 3 [7] .
Conclusions
Iteration (1.3) for computing the unitary polar factor of A ~ C m×n, has inherent high-level parallelism that enables it to be implemented efficiently on the KSR1, with run times an order of magnitude smaller than are obtained using our implementation of the LAPACK SVD routine. With scaling, this iteration is two to four times as fast as the scaled Newton iteration (2.1) (which is applicable only to square matrices). We would expect the iteration to be successful on other shared memory parallel computers with a relatively small number of processors (indeed, this has already been demonstrated for the Cray Y-MP with 4 processors by Pandey, Kenney and Laub [20] , who used the matrix sign function analogue of iteration (5.1)). As is often the case in numerical linear algebra, there is a tradeoff between speed and stability [5] : faster convergence is obtained when scaling is used, but this usually makes the backward error proportional to K2(A). In some applications this is not an issue because A is known a priori to be well-conditioned or nearly unitary. In general, if high accuracy is important it is better to use the unscaled iteration, which is at worst about twice as slow as the scaled version for p = 8 or 16, but which is still at least as fast as the Newton iteration and which has excellent stability.
